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Sunex Announces World’s First 190 o Miniature Fisheye Lens for Large
Format, High Resolution Image Sensors.
Las Vegas, March 31st 2009 - Sunex is pleased to announce
the release of the first miniature fisheye lens with 190o Field
of View for today’s larger format CMOS and CCD imagers.
The DSL315 combines several key features, making it an
ideal lens for security and surveillance applications requiring
large format 1/2.5”sensors with 5-10 Mega-pixel resolution.
The DSL315 is designed to acheive 190º Diagonal Field of
View and 140º Horizontal Field of View on a 1/2.5” sensor
with multi-megapixel resolution. In addition, the lens is
designed to provide full sensor coverage on a 1/2.5” CMOS
format, with resolution of up to 10 Mega-Pixels. With its low F/2 aperture, the lens also performs
very well in low light. Another key feature of this lens is its compact design which makes it
compatible with either M12 board-mount cameras or C/CS camera designs. C/CS adapter for this
lens is available upon request. The lens can be purchased with or without an infrared (IR) cut
filter.
“The all-glass and metal design ensures the DSL315 is a robust lens that will perform well over a
wide range of environmental conditions , while the high resolution, large imager format and large
field of view allow for multi-megapixel camera systems that can maximize these sensors’
performance,” said Ben Roberts, Security Sales Manager at Sunex. “This combination of features
makes the DSL315 an ideal choice for high-resolution security and surveillance applications that
demand the most in terms of image quality, low-light performance and field of view.”
The new DSL315 is in production and samples can be purchased online at www.opticsonline.com.
About Sunex:
Sunex Inc. is a world leading manufacturer of CMOS and CCD lenses for challenging and
demanding applications for the automotive, security, visual communication, industrial and
medical markets. Sunex also specializes in high volume standard and custom lens solutions
designed to customer requirements. The Company is headquartered in Carlsbad, CA, USA with
manufacturing in Shanghai, China.
Sunex Inc. news releases and product information are available on the Internet at:
http://www.sunex.com
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